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1. Introduction 
The objective of this report is to establish an analytical six degrees of freedom 
(6 DOF) aerodynamic model of a high angle-of-attack (alpha) combat airplane that can be 
utilized in optimization and control analysis/synthesis studies. Emphasis is placed on 
deriving such a model with validity in the altitude-Mach flight envelope centered at an 
altitude h = 15,000 feet and a Mach number M = 0.6. Some effort is made to extend the 
validity from 0.3 to 0.9 Mach. An engine model is not included. The analytical models of 
aerodynamic derivatives are derived as nonlinear functions of alpha with all other states and 
control variables fixed. Consequently, interpolation is required between the parameterized 
nonlinear functions. 
In this report, a six degree of freedom (6 DOF) sub-sonic analytical aerodynamic 
model is derived from a high angle of attack research vehicle wind-tunnel model. The 
wind-tunnel model was provided by NASA LaRC, [1], which is based on that contained in 
[2-3]. The derivation uses only the aerodynamic coefficient data of the wind-tunnel model 
which corresponds to an altitude h = 15,000 feet and Mach numbers ranging from 0.3 to 
0.9. In order to avoid additional complexity, certain effects are not considered: The effects 
of leading edge flap, trailing edge flap, speed brake, landing gear, etc. The aerodynamic 
coefficients are considered to be functions of the following control variables as well as 
angle of attack, sideslip, Mach number, altitude, roll, pitch and yaw rates: Aileron 
deflection (oa), Rudder deflection (or) and Stabilator deflection (oh). In addition, lift and 
pitching moment coefficients have unsteady flow parts due to the time rate of change of 
angle of attack (alpha dot). 
Using body axes, the equations of motion are developed in Chapter 2 in which the 
center of mass (cg) and the aerodynamic center(ac) may be non-colocated. The 
aerodynamic coefficients modeled are drag, lift and side forces and rolling, pitching and 
yawing moments. After presenting the mathematical structure of the aerodynamic 
coefficients which has a dependency on alpha dot, explicit equations of motion are 
developed. 
The derived 6 DOF analytical model is presented in Chapters 3-8. The derivation is 
based on a high alpha research vehicle (HARV) wind-tunnel model described in [1]; it is a 
full, nonlinear 6 DOF, rigid-body dynamic model whose aerodynamic forces and moments 
are calculated from a large wind-tunnel-derived data base using table look-ups with linear 
interpolation. The angle of attack range is -100 to 900; sideslip angle range is -200 to 
200; Mach number range is 0.2 to 2.0 and altitude range is 0 to 60,000 feet. Only subsonic 
Mach numbers and the fixed 15,000 ft altitude are considered in fitting analytical models to 
the data. 
In Chapter 3 the drag coefficient is modeled at Mach 0.6 using four nonlinear 
functions of alpha which are parameterized by stabilator deflections oh = 10.5°,00, -50 
and -24°. The formulae are given in Table 3.3 and comparisons with the wind-tunnel data 
are presented in Figure 3.1. In Chapter 4 the lift coefficient is modeled at Mach numbers 
0.6 and 0.9 and parameterized by stabilator deflections oh = 10.50 and -240. The formulae 
are given in Table 4.3 and comparisons with the wind-tunnel are presented in Figures 4.1 
and 4.2. 
1 
Mach numbers 0.3, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9 are used in Chapter 5 to parameterize the 
analytical models for the pitching moment coefficient. They are also parameterized by 
stabilator deflections oh = 10.5°,5°,2°,00, -50, -12.50 and -240. The formulae are given 
in Tables 5.3 a,b,c,d and comparisons with the wind-tunnel data are presented in Figures 
5.1-5.8. 
The analytical model of the side force coefficient Cy is given in Chapter 6. It is 
taken from the wind-tunnel model at an altitude h=15,OOO feet and a Mach number M=0.6. 
The analytical model for Cyo is constructed at ~ = 00, 200; oa=+ 250; and or = + 30°. The 
analytical models are functions of ex from 00 to 900; they are defined in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. 
The analytical formulae are presented in Table 6.3. Comparisons of the analytical models 
with the corresponding wind-tunnel model data are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.3. The roll 
and yaw rate derivatives CYp and CYr are given in Figure 6.3. 
The analytical model of the rolling moment coefficient Cl is given in Chapter 7. It 
is taken from the wind-tunnel model at an altitude h=15,OOO feet and Mach numbers M=0.6 
and 0.9. The analytical model is parameterized at ~ = 00,200; oa=+ 25°; and or = + 300. 
The analytical models are nonlinear functions of ex from 0° to 90°; they are defined in 
Tables 7.1 a,b and 7.2 a,b. The analytical formulae are presented in Tables 7.3 a,b. 
Comparisons of the analytical models with the corresponding wind-tunnel model data are 
shown in Figures 7.1 to 7.4. The roll and yaw rate derivatives Clp and Clr and the sideslip 
derivative Cl~ are given in Figure 7.4. 
The analytical model of the yawing moment coefficient Cn is presented in Chapter 
8. It is tlken from the wind-tunnel model at an altitude h=15,OOO feet and Mach numbers 
M=0.6 lind 0.9. The analytical model is parameterized at ~ = 00, 200 and stabilator 
deflections oh = 10.5° and -24°; oa=+ 250; ('.od or = + 30°. The analytical models are 
functions of ex from 0° to 90°; they are defined in Tables 8.1 a,b,c,d and 8.2 a,b,c,d. The 
analytical formulae are presented in Tables 8.3 a,b,c,d. Comparisons of the analytical 
models with the corresponding wind-tunnel model data are shown in Figures 8.1 to 8.7. 
The roll and yaw rate derivatives Cnp and CDr and the sideslip derivative Cn~ are given in 
Figure R.7. 
The wind-tunnel model of [1] was flown in NASA's simulator by a pilot to 
generate some basic maneuvers at 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 Mach numbers such as pitch-ups, 3600 
loaded and unloaded rolls, tum reversals, split S's and level turns. That simulator data was 
used to check the validity of the 6 DOF analytical model. The accelerations 
U, w, q, it, p, t 
are computed for the analytical model using the states and controls from the piloted 
simulated maneuvers. Comparisons with the accelerations from the wind-tunnel data 
model are shown in Chapters 9, 10 and 11 for the Mach numbers 0.6, 0.9 and 0.3, 
respectively. 
Listings of the computer code developed under this grant are contained in the 
Appendices A-D. Appendix A contains the code for the equations of motion. Appendices 
Band C contain the code for the analytical model. Appendix D contains the code for the 
comparison. 
2 
2. Equations of Motions 
2 • 1 Equations of Motions - Body Axes 
The following kinematical relations for a rigid symmetric aircraft are given with reference 
to body axes at the center of gravity, [4]. The state vector is (u, v, w,p,q,r,e.$). The 
aerodynamic linear acceleration vector at the center of gravity (cg) is denoted as (X,Y,Z). T~e 
aerodynamic angular acceleration vector at cg is given by (FP.FQ,FR). The thrust vector T IS 
represented in body coordinates as (Tx,Ty.Tz). 
The force equations with respect to body axes: 
" T 
u = TV - qw - g sin 8 + X +-K. 
m 
" T 
v = pw - ru + g cos 8 sin ¢ + Y + 2-
m 
" T 
w = qu- pv+ gcos8cos¢ +Z +-2.. 
m 
The moment equations with respect to body axes: 
" 2 2 1 q = C51 pr + CS2 (r - P ) + FQ + I (lzeT• -lxeTz) 
y 










(] = qcos¢ - r sin¢ (7) 
¢ = p+qtan(}sin¢+rtan(}cos¢ (8) 
where he quantities X, Y, Z, FP, FQ and FR depend on the aerodynamic coefficients CD' 
CY'CL'~l.Cm'Cn as follows: 
D = q SCD (Drag) (9) 
L = q SCL (Lift) (10) 
x = [-Dcos(a) + Lsin(a)] 1m (11) 
Y=7jSC 1m y (12) 
Z = [ - D sin( a) - L cos( a)] I m (13) 
FP =[ qSbCl +m(lyZ -lzY)} Ix (14) 
FQ = [qse-Cm -Pm(lzX -lxZ)] I Iy (15) 
FR = [qSbC + m( l Y -l X I] /I 
n x y / z (16) 
4 
and where the constants in the moment equations (p,qand r) are functions of the moment 
of inertia quantities Ix. Iy, Iz and Ixz: 
2 
c* = Ix I,/(IxIz- Ixz) (17) 
C41 = C* Ixz(lz + Ix - Iy)1 Ix Iz (18) 
2 
C42 = C* (lz ( Iy - Iz) - Ixz)lIx Iz (19) 
C43 = C* Ixzllx (20) 
CS1 = (Iz - Ix )/ly (21) 
CS2 = IxJly (22) 
2 
C61 = C* (Ix (Ix - Iy) + Ixz) I Ixlz (23) 
C62 = C* Ixz (ly - 11. - Ix )/lxIz (24) 
C63 = C* IxJI z (25) 
In the above equations the vector (lx. ly, lz) denotes the position vector from the 
center of mass (cg) to the aerodynamic center (ac) and the vector (lxe' lye' lze) denotes the 
position vector from the center of mass to the engine thrust center. 
The thrust vector T = (Tx,Ty,Tz) has the components: 
i 
Ty = T R(h,MJl-r) sin(1.98°) + TL(h,M,&r) sin(-1.98() 
Tz = 0 
where &r is the throttle control variable which varies between 300 (idle) to 1310 (full after 
burner). Since only aerodynamic models are considered in this report the engine models 
for computing the thrust,TR(h,M,OT), of the right engine and the thrust, TL(h,M,OT), of 
the left engine are not provided herein. The thrust angle 1.98° is the position of the engines 
away from the center line of the aircraft. 
5 
The following constants are typical of those for a high alpha research vehicle 
(HARV), [1]. 
Table 2.1 Aircraft Constants for a High Alpha Research Vehicle 
m = 1035.308 slugs 
w = 33310 lbs 
Ix = 2301)0 slugs ft2 
Iy = 151293 slugs ft2 
Iz = 169')45 slugs ft2 
S = 400 ft2 
c = 11.52 ft 
b = 37.42 ft 
lx = -0.297 
ly = O. ft 
lz = 0.233 ft 
lxc = -19.37 ft 
lye = O. ft 
lze = 0.233 ft 
Dynamic pressure; air density and air density ratio are as follows: 
P = (cr)(.0023769) slugs/ft3 
cr = Standard air density ratio at current altitude 
Po = (.629)(.0023769) slugs/ft3 (i.e., h=15,000 ft) 
The gravity constant g is 32.174 ft/sec2. 
6 
2.2 Angle of Attack, Sideslip and Total Speed 
With respect to body axes, the angle of attack, a, the sideslips angle, Jl, and the 
total speed, V, are defined as 
_I(W) -7r~a~7r a = tan .-; 
(26) 
fJ = Sin-I ( ~) -7r~fJ~7r (27) 
V2 = u2 + v2 + w2 (28) 
Our high alpha research vehicle (HARV) analytical model is derived from the wind-
tunnel model described in /1/. It is a full, .nonlinear 6 DOF, rigid-body dynamic model 
whose aerodynamic forces and moments are calculated from a large wind-tunnel-derived 
data base using table look-ups with linear interpolation. The range of angle of attack, 
sideslip angle, mach number and altitude in that model are given in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2. Range of State Variables in Aerodynamic Coefficients 
-10° to 900 
-200 to 200 
M 0.2 to 2.0 
h o to 60,000 ft 
angle of attack (alpha) 
sideslip (beta) 
~ 1ach number 
altitude 
The aerodynamic coefficients are functions of the following control variables as 
well as angle of attack, sideslip, Mach number, altitude, roll, pitch and yaw rates: Aileron 
deflection (oa), Rudder deflection (or) and Stabilator deflection (oh). Throttle (OT) is an 
engine control variable. These control variables and their limits are given in Table 2.3. 
The effects of leading edge flap, trailing edge flap, speed brake, landing gear, etc are not 
considered. 
Table 2.3 Control Variables and Their Limits 
oa Aileron deflection (-250 ,250 ) 
or Rudder deflection (-300,300) 
oh Stabilator deflection (-240, 10.50 ) 
OT Throttle 30° (idle) to 1310 (full after burner) 
7 
2.3 Mathematical Structure of Aerodynamic Coefficients 
We consider the following state and control dependency structure for the 
coefficients of the aerodynamic model of the wind-tunnel based high angle of attack vehicle 
model. The effects of leading edge flap, trailing edge flap, speed brake, landing gear, etc 
are not considered. Only lift and pitching moment coefficients have an unsteady flow 
portion; they include the effect of the time rate-of-change of angle of attack. The other 
coefficients only have a steady flow part; they are explicit functions of airplane velocity 
states and control surface positions. 
Drag CD 
CD = CD (a, M, h, oh) 
Lift CL 
CL =CL (a,M,h,8h)+~[CL (a,M,h,)q+CL . (a,M,h)a] 
o 2V 9 a 
Pitching Moment Cm 
Cm = Cm (a,M,h,8h)+ C [Cm (a,M,h)q+Cm. (a,M,h)a] 
o 2V q IX 
Side Force Cy 
C =C (a,[3,M,h,8a,8r)+Cy (a,M,h)[3+ Y Yo {J 
b [c (a,M,h)p+C (a,M,h) r] 
2V y p y, 
Moment Cl 
Cl = Cl (a,[3,M,h,8a,8r) + Cl (a,M,h)[3 
o p 







Yawing Moment Cn 
C =C (a,/3,M,h,oa,or,oh)+C (a,M,h)/3+ 
n ~. ~ 
Ii [c (a,M,h)p+C (a,M,h) r] 2V n n p r (34) 
2.4 Explicit Equations of Motion 
Since the lift and pitching moment coefficients depend on a the right-hand sides of 




which follows from the definition of a. 
(35) 
Substitution of expressions for X, D, L, CD and CL into the u Eq.(1) yields 
in which 
u = [Fu + C b sine a) u w] 
1 + Cbsin(a)w 
T 
F = rv-qw- gsin(O) - FD c()s(a)+-A.. 
U m 





F = 0 
D m (38) 
(39) 
Substitution of expressions for Z, D, L. Co. CL and u into the w Eq. (3) yields 
Cb cos(a)w F F + u 
w= 




F = qu- pv+ g cos(8) cos(8)- FD sin(a) +2. 
w m 
_L cos(a) CL +~ CL q -s [ - ] m 0 2V q 
[
Ch cos( a)wCh sine a)u] B = l+Chcos(a)u- --.!!.----!!..---






Cb cos(a)u B =1+-----
q 1 + C b sin( a)w (42b) 
Substitution of W, Eq. (40), into U , Eq. (36), yields the right-hand-side of u 
without differentials. 
Since u and w have been defined so that their right-hand sides are free of 
differel !tials, these expressions, Eqs. (36) and (40), can be substituted into Eq. (35) to give 
a free of differentials in its right-hand side. Consequently, expressions (35), (36) and 
(40) co Istitute explicit expressions for a, u, and w which are free of differentials in their 
right-h. nd sides. 
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3. Analytical Model for Drag Coefficient 
The analytical model of the drag coefficient CD is taken from the wind-tunnel model 
at an altitude h=15,OOO feet and a Mach number M=O.6. The analytical model for CDo is 
constructed at stabilator deflections 8h = 10.5°, ()<>, -5° and -24°. The analytical models 
are functions of a. from oo to 9OO; they are defined in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The analytical 
formulae are presented in Table 3.3. Comparisons of the analytical models with the 
corresponding wind-tunnel model data are shown in Figure 3.1. The analytical models 
are also given in the computer code listing contained in Appendix B. 
Table 3.1 Definitions of CD Analytical Models 
CDo(a, M=0.6, oh= 10.50 , h=15,000 ft ) 
CDo(a, M=0.6, oh= 0°, h=15,000 ft ) 
CDo(a, M=O.6, oh= -S°, h=15,OOO ft ) 





Table 3.2 Drag Coefficient Analytical Models 
Oh Mach Number = 0.6 
Oh = 10.5 CDOX(a) 
Oh=O CDOZ(a) 
Oh = -5 CDON5(a) 
Oh = -24 CDON(a) 
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Table 3.3 Formulas for CD Model 
CDOX(aO) = (.4/2.75)tao-1«(78/80)aO+7)1I30) 
+(.6/2.75)tan-1( -«78/80)ao+2) 118) 
+( -.3/2. 75)tao-1( -«78/80)ao+5) 1 /90) 
+( -.2/2. 75)tao-1 (-«78/80)aO-6) 1/5) 
+(1.95/2. 75)tao-1( «78/80)aO-28)1I15) 
+(2.2/2.7 5)tao-1 « (78/80)a 0-58) 1140) 
+(1.4/2. 75)tao -1( -«78/80)aO-73) 1130) 
+(2.3/2. 75)tao-1( -( (78/80)aO-138) 1/20)-.147 
CDOZ(aO) = (2.17/2.10)[(.6/2.75)tao-1«(77 /80)ao+6) 1130) 
+(.6/2. 75)tao- l ( -«77 /80)ao+l) 118) 
+( -.3/2. 75)tao- l ( -«77 /80)ao+4)1I90) 
+( -.212. 75)tao- l ( -':(77 /80)aO-7)1I10) 
+(1.95/2.75)tao- l , «77/80)aO-29) 1115) 
+(2.2/2. 75)tao-1 «(77 /80)aO-59)1I40) 
+(1.55/2. 75)tao-1( -«77 /80)aO-74)1/30) 
+(2.3/2.75)tao-1(-«77/80)(10-139)1I20)-.2834] + .0199 
CDON5(aO) = (.32/2.75)tao-1«(80/85)(10+8)1I30) 
+(.6/2.75)tao-1(-( (80/85)ao+3.5)1/6.5) 
+( -.3/2. 75)tao-1(-( (80/85)ao+ 7)1190) 
+( -.212. 75)tan- l ( -I (80/85)(10-4) 1115) 
+(1.95/2. 75)tao-1( «80/85)(10-28)1115) 
+(2.25/2. 75)tao-1, «80/85)aO-68)1I40) 
+ (1.664/2. 75)tao- l ( -«80/85)(10-90)1130) 
+ (2.35/2.7 5)tao -1,_( (80/85)(10-140) 1/20)-.246 
CDON(aO) = (.5/2.75)tao-1«ao+5)1I30) 
+(.6/2. 75)tan-1( -(IXO-O) 116) 
+( -.25/2. 75)tao-1( .(ao+3)1I90) 
+( -.15/2. 75)tao-1( -«10-4) 1140) 
+(1.85/2. 75)tao-1«aO-30) 1128) 
+(2.3/2. 75)tao- l ( (aO-60) 1140) 
+( 1.15/2. 75)tao- l ( -«10-85)1/30) 








Analytical Model of CD 
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-10.0 -20.0 0.0 20.0 10.0 60.0 80.0 100.0 120.0 0.0 
C.O 20.0 10.0 60.0 ee.o 100.0 120.0 
ALPDEG ALPDEG 
-10.0 -20.0 
oh= -50 oh= -240 
Figure 3.1: Comparison of Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Drag Coefficient CD for M = 0.6 
o 
and h=15,OOO feet: oh=1O.50, 00, -50, -240. 
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4. Analytical Model for Lift Coefficient 
The analytical model of the lift coefficient CL is taken from the wind-tunnel model 
at an altitude h=15,OOO feet and Mach numbers M=O.6 and 0.9. The analytical model for 
CLo is constructed at stabilator deflections oh = 10.5° and -24°. The analytical models 
are functions of a from 00 to 900; they are defined in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The analytical 
models of pitch and alpha dot mtes are constructed at 0.6 Mach. The analytical formulae 
are presented in Table 4.3. Comparisons of the analytical models with the corresponding 
wind-tunnel model data are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The analytical models are also 
given in the computer code listing contained in Appendix B. 
Table 4.1 Definitions of CL Analytical Models 
CLo(a, M=0.6, oh= 10.50 , h=15,000 ft ) 
CLo(a, M=0.9, oh= 10.50 , h=15,000 ft ) 
CLo(a, M=0.6, oh= .240 , h=15,000 ft ) 
CLo(a, M=0.9, oh= .24°, h=15,000 ft ) 
CLq(a, M=0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 











&. = 10.5 CLOX6(a) CLOX9(a) 
&. = -24 CLON6(a) CLON9(a) 
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Table 4.3 Formulas for CL Model 
CLOX6(aO) = (.86/2.75)tan-1(.(aO+5)1II00) 
+(2.19/2.75)tan-1«ao·5)1I7) 
.+(.9/2. 75)tan- l ( (ao·24) 1117) 
+(1.7112_75)tan- I (.(ao.53)2/25) 
+(.4112. 75)tan-l ( .(ao·70)217)·.95 
CLOX9(aO ) = (.86/2.75)tan-1(·(ao+5)1II00) 
+(2.59/2.75)tan- I «ao·3)1I7) 
+(1.6/2.7 5)tan -1« a O.20) 1122) 
+(3.4112.7 5)tan-1 (·(ao·57) 1130) 
+(.4112.7 5)tan- I (.( a o. 70) 1120 )·.65 
CLON6(aO) = (1.06/2.75)tan- 1(·(ao+5)1I100) 
+(1. 79/2. 75)tan- I «ao·5)1I7) 
+(2.5/2. 75)tan-I «ao.15) 1122) 
+(2.7112. 75)tan- I (·(ao.59) 1150) 
+( 1.2112. 75)tan- I ( ·(ao·70) 1120)·.72 
CLON9(aO ) = (1.06/2.75)tan- I (.(ao+5)1I100) 
+(1. 79/2. 75)tan- I «ao·5)1I7) 
+(2.5/2. 75)tan-I «aO.13) 1122) 
+(2.7112.75)tan- I (·(ao·59)1I50) 
+(1.2112. 75)tan- l ( ·(ao·70) 1120)·.80 
CLQ(aO) = (.26/2.75)tan-1(·(ao.5)1I10) 
+( ·2.39/2. 75)tan- l «ao·6)1I3) 
+(2.4/2.7 5)tan -I( (a 0·15.5) 113) 
+(2.0/2. 7S)tan-1(·(ao.20) 1/5) 
+( 4.3/2. 7 5)tan -1«a O.37) 114.5) 
+(2.212.7 5)tan-l( ·(ao·45) 1115) 
+(2.212. 75)tan- l ( ·(ao·80)1I15) 
+( ·.45/2. 75)tan- l ( ·(ao• 76) 113.5)+4.2 
CLAD(aO) = (1.32ht)tan-1(·(ao.5)5x/18) 








Analytical Model of CL 










-40.0 -20.0 D.D 20.0 40.0 SO.O 80.0 100.0 120.0 
ALPOEG 











-10.0 -20.0 0.0 20.0 '10.0 60.0 Sl.G 100.0 120.0 
ALPOEG 
-0.7II+--.,.----!...,....----,r----r--:-T--,---.,.---I 
-40.0 -20.0 0.0 20.0 40.0 • 60.0 !C.O 100.0 120.0 
ALPOEG 
oh= -240, M=O.6 oh= -240,M=O.9 
Figure 4.1: Comparison of Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Lift Coefficient CLo for 
h=15,OOO feet: oh=1O.50, -24° and M=O.6,O.9. 
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Analytical Model of CL 
____ Wind-Tunnel ......... Analytical 















-40.0 -20.0 0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 110.0 U:O.O 120.0 
ALPDEG 
O.O+--.-----r---.---.-..L:.::,........--.---.--l 
-40.0 -20.0 D.D 20.0 40.0 60.0 BO.O l00.~ 120.0 
ALPDEG 
h= 15,000 feet, M=O.6 h= 15,000 feet, M=O.6 
Figure 4.2: Comparison of Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Lift Coefficient Derivatives CL q 
and CL~.l fer h=15,000 feet and M=O.6. 
uuot 
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5. Analytical Model for Pitching Moment Coefficient 
The analytical model of the pitching moment coefficient Cm is taken from the wind-
tunnel model at an altitude h=15,OOO feet. The analytical model for Cmo is constructed at 
stabilator deflections oh = 10.5°, 50 ,20, ()O, -5°, -12.5° and -240 for the Mach numbers 
M=O.3, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9. The analytical models of pitch and alpha dot rates are 
constructed at 0.6 Mach. The analytical models are functions of a from 00 to 900; they 
are defined in Tables 5.1a,b,c,d and 5.2. The analytical formulae are presented in Tables 
5.3 a,b,c,d. Comparisons of the analytical models with the corresponding wind-tunnel 
model data are shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.8. The pitch and alpha dot rates derivatives 
Cmq and Cma. dot are given in Figure 5.8. The analytical models are also given in the 
computer code listing contained in Appendix B. 
Table 5.1a Definitions of Cm Analytical Models at 0.6 Mach 
Cmo(a, M=0.6, 8h= 10.50, h=15,000 ft ) 
C mo(a,M=0.6, 8h= 5°, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.6, 8h= 2°, h=15,OOO ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.6, 8h= 0°, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.6, lih= ·5°, h=15,OOO ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.6, lih= .12.50, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=O.6, lih= ·24°, h=15,OOO ft ) 
Cmq(a, M=0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 










Table 5.1b Definitions of Cm Analytical Models at 0.8 Mach 
Cmo(a, M=0.8, 8h= 10.50, h=15,000 ft ) 
C mo(a,M=0.8, lih= 5°, h=15,OOO ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=O.8, lih= 2°, h=15,OOO ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.8, lih= 00, h=15,OOO ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.8, lih= .5°, h=15,000 ft ) 
C mo(a, M=O.8, lih= .12.50 , h=15,000 ft ) 








Table 5.lc Definitions of Cm Analytical Models at 0.9 Mach 
Cmo(a, M=0.9, 8h= 10.5°, h=15,OOO ft ) 
C mo(a,M=O.9, 8h= 50, h=15,OOO ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.9, lih= 2°, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.9, lih= 00, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.9, 8h= ·5°, h=15,OOO ft ) 
Cmo(a, M=0.9, lih= .12.50, h=15,000 ft ) 









Table 5.1d Definitions of em Analytical Models at 0.3 Mach . 
8h 
Cmo(a, M=0.3, 8h= 10.50 , h=15,000 ft') = CmOX3(a) 
Cmo(a, M=0.3, 8h= .12.5°, h=15,OOO ft) = CmONZ3(a) 
Cmo(a, M=0.3, 8h= ·24°, h=15,OOO ft ) = CmON3(a) 
Table 5.2 Pitching Moment Coefficient Analytical Models 
Mach Number 
0.3 0.6 0.8 0.9 
10.5 CmOX3(a) CmOX6(a) CmOX8(a) CmOX9(a) 
5 CmOX56(a) CmOX56(a) CmOX58(a) CmOX59(a) 
2 CmOX26(a) CmOX26(a) CmOX28(a) CmOX29(a) 
0 CmOO6( a) CmOO6(a) CmOX08(a) CmOX09(a) 
·5 CmON56(a) CmON56(a) CmON58(a) CmON59(a) 
·12.~ CmONZ3(a) CmOZ6(a) CmONZ8(a) CmONZ9(a) 
·24 CmON3(a) CmON6(a) CmON8(a) CmON9(a) 
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Table 5.3a Formulas for Cm Model at 0.6 Mach 
CmOX6( aO) = (.26/2.75)tan- l ( -(aO-5)1II0)+( -.39/2. 75)tan- l « a O-l) 118) 
+(.8/2. 75)tan- l «aO-5) 1113)+(.70/2. 75)tan- l ( -( aO-l0)1/65) 
+( 1.2/2. 75)tan-l«aO-49) 1/15)+(2.112. 75)tan-l (-( a O-69) 1115) 
+( -.45/2.7 5)tan-l (-( a 0-77) 1/2)-.398 
CmOX56(aO) = (.26/2.75)tan- I (-(aO-5)1I10)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-l«aO-l)1I12) 
+(.9/2. 75)tan-l«aO-5) 1115)+(.85/2.7 5)tan-I(-(aO-l0) 1130) 
+(1.35/2. 75)tan-l«aO-49)1I19)+(2.2/2. 75)tan-l ( -(aO-69) 1 115) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tan-l (-(aO-77)1I2)-.368 
CmOX26 (aO) = (.26/2. 75)tan-l ( -(aO-2)1II0)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-1« a O-l)1/10) 
+(1/2. 75)tan-l«aO-3) 1/11)+(.85/2. 75)tan -l( -(aO-7) 1/20) 
+(1.35/2. 75)tan- 1«aO-51)1I19)+(2.2/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-69) 1115) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-77)1/2)-.31 
Cm006(aO) = (.36/2.75)tan- l ( -(aO-5)1/30)+( -.29/2. 75)tan- l «aO-l)1I15) 
+(.9/2. 75)tan-1( (aO-5)1I35)+(.80/2. 75)tan-1( -( aO-48) 1175) 
+(.9/2. 75)tan-l«aO-52)1I10)+(2.1I2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-69) 1115) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tan-l ( -(aO-77)1I2)-.457 
CmON56( aO) = (.26/2.75)tan- l (-(aO-5) 1130)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-l«aO-l) 1130) 
+( 1.2/2. 75)tan-l «aO-5) 1/40)+(.60/2. 75)tan- l (-( a 0-8) 1 123) 
+( 1.3/2.7 5)tan- l (-( a 0-60) 1165)+(2.8/2.7 5)tan -1« a O-72) 1 155) 
+(2.3/2.7 5)tan-l (-( a O-73)1I19)+( -.45/2.7 5)tan -I (-(aO-77) 112) 
-.188 
CmOZ6( aO) = (.2612.75)tan-1( -(aO-5)1/60)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-l«aO-l)1/14) 
+(.8/2. 75)tan- l ( (aO-5)1I42 )+(.80/2. 75)tan-l ( -( aO-20)1/55) 
+( 1.8/2.7 5)tan- I « a O-65)1I60)+(2.4/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-69) 1120) 
+( -.45/2. 7 5)tan- l ( -( a O-79) 112)-.158 
CmON 6( aO) = (.2612.75)tan- l (-(aO-5)1I60)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-1«aO-l)1I30) 
+(.8/2.7 5)tan-l «aO-5) 1145)+(.80/2. 75)tan-l ( -( a 0-10) 1 165) 
+( 1.8/2. 75)tan- I «aO-51)1I45)+(2.8/2. 75)tan-l ( -(aO-69) 1123) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tan-l ( -(aO-79) 112)-.148 
C MQ (aO) = (-.82I1t)tan-l ( -(aO-5)2x/18)+(2)tan- l ( -(aO-32)1I6) 
+( 4.55)tan-l« a O-43)3.5/1)+( -3.5)tan -l( (aO-57) 115)-5.8 
eM A D(aO) = (-.02ht)tan- I (-(aO-l)5x/18)+(.5)tan-1«aO-6)5/1) 
+( -.8)tan-1 « a O-18) 1I2)+(0.9)tan -1« a O-45)1I2)-.9 
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Table 5.3b Formulas for Cm Model at 0.8 Mach 
CmOX8( aO) = (.26/2.75)tan-I(.( aO.5)1I15)+-( ·.33/2. 75)tan-I«ao·l) 117) 
+(. 7212. 75)tan-I«aO~5) 1115)+(.70/2. 75)tan- l ( ·(ao.35)1I75) 
+(1.13/2. 75)tan-I«ao.51) 1111)+(2.08/2. 75)tan- l ( ·(ao·67)1I17) 
+( ·.45/2. 7 5)tan-I(.( aO. 78) 114 ) • .440 
CmOX58(aO) = (.2612.75)tan-1(·(ao·5)1110)+( ·.39/2. 75)tan-1«ao·l)1I12) 
+(.7/2.7 5)tan-l « a O·5) 1115)+(.85/2.7 5)tan-1(.( a O.20) 1140) 
+(1.45/2. 75)tan-1«ao·52)1115)+(2.2/2. 75)tan-1( ·(ao·69) 1/15) 
+( ·.45/2. 75)tan-1( ·(ao.77)113.4 )·.338 
CmOX28(aO) = (.36/2.75)tan-1(.(ao.5)1135)+( •. 29/2. 7s)tan-1«ao.l)1I30) 
+(112. 75)tan-1«ao.15) 1190)+(.75/2. 7s)tan-1( ·(ao·48) 1111 0) 
+(.9/2.7 s)tan -1« a O·52) 119)+(2.112.7 5)tan -1 (·(ao·69) 1117) 
+( ·.45/2. 75)tan-1(·(aO• 77) 1 /3)·.387 
CmOX08(aO) = (.36/2.75)tan-1(.(aO.s)1I35)+( ·.29/2. 7s)tan- t «aO.l)1I30) 
+(112. 7 5)tan~l( (ao.15) 1/90)+(.80/2.7 5)tan -1(.( a O·48) 1190) 
+(.9/2. 75)tan-1«ao.52)1I9)+(2.1I2. 75)tan-I (·(ao.69) 1117) 
+( ·.45/2. 7s)tan- I(·(ao.77)113) •. 387 
CmON58(aO) = (.36/2.7s)tan-1(·(aO.s)1I35)+( ·.29/2. 75)tan-I «ao.l)1I30) 
+(1.3/2. 7s)tan-I«ao.ls)1I95)+(.80/2. 75)tan-1( ·(a 0.47) 1135) 
+(1/2. 7s)tan- t «ao·53) 1110)+(2.15/2. 7s)tan- t ( ·(ao.69) 1118) 
+( ·.45/2. 7s)tan-1( ·(ao• 78)112) •• 367 
CmONZ8(aO) = (.36/2.75)tan-I(.(ao·5)1/35)+( •. 29/2. 75)tan- I «ao.l)1I30) 
+(1.25/2. 75)tan-I «ao.ls)1I95)+(.80/2. 7 s)tan -l( ·(ao·47) 1128) 
+(112.7 S)tan-I «aO.S3)1II0)+(2.2S/2. 7 S)tan-1( ·(ao.69) 1118) 
+( ·.45/2. 75)tan- I (.(aO• 78)112)·.317 
C mON8( a O) = (.26/2. 7s)tan- t (.( a O·5) 1140)+( ·.45/2. 75)tan- t «ao.4) 1/30) 
+(.7/2. 7s)tan- t «aO.2) 1140)+(.80/2. 75)tan-1( ·(ao·37) 1125) 
+(1.9/2. 7s)tan-1«ao·52) 1125)+(2.7/2. 75)tan-1( .(ao.69)1I20) 
+( ·.45/2. 75)tan-1( ·(ao·79) 112)·.198 
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Table 5.3c Formulas for Cm Model at 0.9 Mach 
CmOX9( n,O) = (.26/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-5)1/10)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-1«aO-0)1/10) 
+(112. 75)tan-1«aO-3) 1125)+(.70/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-7) 1125) 
+(1.3/2. 75)tan-1« a O-50) 1116)+(2.112. 75)tan-1( -( aO-69) 1115) 
+( -.4512. 75)tan-1 (-( a O-76)] /3_5)-.433 
C mOX59( a O) = (.26/2.75)tan-1( -(aO-5)1I4)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-1«aO+2)1I5) 
+(112.7 5)tan-1«aO-l) 1115)+(.60/2.7 5)tan-1( -( a O-18) 1113) 
+(1.3/2.7 5)tan-1«aO-51) 1114 )+(2.15/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-69) 1115) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-76) 113.5)-.490 
CmOX29( aO) = (.26/2.75)tan-1( -(aO-5)1I1 0)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-1«ao+4)1I7) 
+(1.33/2. 75)tan-1«aO-l)1I40)+(.60/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-19)1I17) 
+(1.9/2.7 5)tan-I « a O-51) 1/9 )+(2.05/2. 75)tan- l ( -( a O-69) 1115) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-76) 113.5)-.450 
CmOX09( aO) = (.26/2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-5)1II0)+( -.39/2. 75)tan- I «aO+2) 1110) 
+(1.3/2. 75)tan-1«aO-I)1I40)+(.60/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-19) 1/15) 
+(.9/2. 75)tan-1«aO-51)1/9)+(2.1112. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-69) 1115) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-76)1I3.5)-.490 
CmON59(aO) = (.26/2.75)tan-1( -(aO-5)1I11)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-1«aO+2)1I10) 
+(1.5/2. 75)tan-1«aO-l)I.1I48)+(.60/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-19) 1115) 
+(.8/2. 75)tan-1«aO-51)1/10)+(2.3212. 75)tan-1( -(aO-70)1I20) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-78)1I3.5)-.490 
CmONZ9(aO) = (.26/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-5) 117)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-1«aO-0) 1110) 
+(1.6/2. 75)tan-1«aO-5)1/50)+(.60/2. 75)tan-1( -( a O-32) 1/11) 
+(.8/2.7 5)tan-1( (aO-51) 1/11)+(2.23/2. 75)tan-1( -( a O-69) 1119) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-78)1/3.5)-.410 
CmON9( aO) = (.16/2.75)tan- l ( -(aO-5) 1140)+( -.39/2. 75)tan-1 «aO-3) 1/8) 
+(1.2/2. 75)tan-1«aO-15) 11120)+(.70/2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-25) 1/50) 
+(2/2. 75)tan-1« a O-52)1175)+(2/2. 7 5)tan-1( -(aO-69)1/20) 
+( -.42/2. 75)tan-1(-(aO-79) 114)-.068 
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Table 5.3d Formulas for Cm Model at 0.3 Mach 
CmOX3(aO) = (.26/2.75)tao-1(-(aO-5)1I10)+( -.39/2. 75)tao-1«aO-l) 1/8) 
+(.75/2. 75)tao-1«aO-5)1/13)+(. 70/2. 75)tao-1( -(aO-l0)1/65) 
+( 1.2/2.7 5)tao-1« aO-49) 1115)+(2.1/2.7 5)tao-1( -( a O-69) 1/15) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tao-1( -(aO-77) 112)-.398 
CmONZ3( aO) = (.26/2.75)tao-1(-(aO-5)1I60)+( -.39/2. 75)tao-I«aO-l)1I14) 
+(.85/2. 75)tao-1«aO-5)1I42)+(.80/2. 75)tao-1( -(aO-50)1/60) 
+(1.8/2. 75)tao-1( (aO-70) 1154 )+(2.4/2.7 5)tao- l ( -( a,0-69) 1/25) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tao- l ( -(aO-79)1/2)-.158 
CmON 3( aO) = (.26/2. 75)tao-1( -( a O-5) 1160)+( -.39/2. 75)tao-1« aO-l)1/30) 
+(.8/2.7 5)tao-1( (aO-5)1/45)+(.80/2. 7 5)tao-1( -(aO-l0) 1/65) 
+(1.8/2.7 5)tao-1« a O-49)1I40)+ (2.8/2.7 5)tao-1( -(aO-69) 1/23) 
+( -.45/2. 75)tao-1( -(aO-79) 1/2)-.138 
CmON53(aO) = CmON56(aO) 
CmOX03(aO) = Cm006(aO) 
CmOX23(aO) = CmOX26(aO) 






Analytical Model of Cm 
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6. Analytical Model for Side Force Coefficient 
The analytical model of the side force coefficient ~y is taken from the wind-tunnel 
model at an altitude h=15,OOO feet and a Mach number M=O.6. The analytical model for 
CyO is constructed at P = 00,200; oa=+ 25°; and Or = + 300. The analytical models are 
functions of a from 0° to 90°; they are defined in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The analytical 
formulae are presented in Table 6.3. Comparisons of the analytical models with the 
corresponding wind-tunnel model data are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.3. The sideslip 
derivative Cy~ is taken as the constant .000206. The roll and yaw rate derivatives CYp 
and CYr are given in Figure 6.3. The analytical models are also given in the computer 
code listing contained in Appendix C. 
Table 6.1 Definitions of Cy Analytical Models 
CYo(a, P=200, M=0.6, 8a= 25°,8r=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
C Yo(a, 13=20°, M=0.6, oa= 25°,or= 300, h=15,000 ft ) 
C Yo(a, 13=20°, M=0.6, oa=-25°,8r=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
C Yo(a, 13=200, M=0.6, oa=-25°,or= 30°, h=15,000 ft ) 
C Yo(a, P=Oo , M=0.6, 8a= 25°,8r=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
C Yo(a, 13=00 , M=0.6, oa= 25°,or= 300, h=15,000 ft ) 
C yp(a, M=0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cyr(a, M=0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 
C y ~ (M =0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 
Table 6.2 Side Force Coefficient Analytical Models: M = 0.6 










ru= 25 CyOXNII2( a) CyOXXB2( a) 
p = 20 & = -25 CyONNB2( a) CyONXB2(a) 
oo= 25 CyOXNBO(a) CyOXXBO(a) 
p=o 
& = -25 
·CyOXXBO( a) ·CyOXNBO( a) 
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Table 6.3 Formulas for Cy Model 
CyOXNB2(aO) = (.232/7t)tan- I «ao.16)117t/IS) •. 394 
CyOXXB2(aO) = (.06/7t)tan- l (ao/3) 
+(.09/7t)tan- I « a O·31)5/S) 
+ (.06/7t)tan- I (·(aO.46)3110) 
+ (.03/7t )tan- l « a 0·63)3/7) 
+(.09/7t)tan- I (.( aO·7 5)3/5) 
+(.04/7t)tan- I «ao·S5)4/5) •. 2S5 
CyONNB2(aO) = (.219544/7t)tan- I «aO.21)5/56) 
+(.0636375/7t)tan-1 (·(a o·7 4) 114) 
+ (.0709125/7t)tan- I «ao·S5)3/10) •. 36444 
CyONXB2(aO) = (.047/7t)tan-l (a0 12) 
+(.02117t)tan- I (.( a O.17)5/4) 
+ (.037/7t)tan- I «ao·32)5/3) 
+(.06/7t)tan -1(.( a O .76)5/4) 
+(.043/7t)tan-1(aO-S5) •. 24S 
CyOXNBO(aO) = (.029624)tan- I «aO.20)4/25) 
+( ·.0020S6S)tan-1(·(aO-12)5) 
+(6.99)exp(-(ao+17.6» - .075535 
CyOXXBO(aO) = (.01216/2.75)tan-1(a0 3/4) 
+(.03247/2. 75)tan-1(-(ao.13)1I4) 
+(.00S9112. 7 5)tan- l ( (a o .29.5)2/3) 
+(.0305S/2.75)tan-1(·(aO-46)2/5) 
+(.02759/2.75)tan-1(-(ao.75)3/40) + '()3477 
CyONXBO(aO) = . CyOXNBO(aO) 
CyONNBO(aO) = • CyOXXBO(aO) 
CYR(aO) 
= (.OS6/7t)tan-1(aOI07t/IS) 
+(.096/7t)tan- l ( -( a O.23)107t/IS) 
+ (.22/7t)tan-1(.( aO.45) 107t/18) 
+(.256/7t)tan- I «aO-54)107t/lS) •. 047 
= (.17/7t)tan- I «aO.4)107t/IS) 
+(.55/7t)tan- I (.( a O·20) 107t/IS) 
+ (.54/7t)tan- I «ao.45)107t/IS) 
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for h=15,OOO feet and M=O.6. 
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7. Analytical Model for Rolling Moment Coefficient 
The analytical model of the rolling moment coefficient Cl is taken from the wind-
tunnel model at an altitude h=15,OOO feet and Mach numbers M=0.6 and 0.9. The 
analytical model for Clo is constructed at ~ = 00,200; Ba=+ 25°; and Br = + 30°. The 
analytical models are functions of a from 00 to 900; they are defined in Tables 7.1 a,b 
and 7.2 a,b. The analytical formulae are presented in Tables 7.3 a,b. Comparisons of 
the analytical models with the corresponding wind-tunnel model data are shown in 
Figures 7.1 to 7.4. The roll and yaw rate derivatives Clp and Clr and the sideslip 
derivative Cl~ are given in Figure 7.4. The analytical models are also given in the 
computer code listing contained in Appendix C. 
Table 7.1a Definitions of Cl Analytical Models at 0.6 Mach 
Clo(a, ~=200, M=0.6, Ba= 25°, Br=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clo(a, P=200, M=0.6, Ba= 25°, Br= 30°, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clo(a, P=200, M=0.6, oa=-25°,Or=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clo(a, P=200, M=0.6, Oa=-25°, Br= 30°, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clo(a, P=Oo , M=0.6, Oa= 25°, Or=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clo(a, P=Oo , M=0.6, Oa= 25°, Br= 300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clp(a, M=0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clr(a, M=0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 










Table 7.1b Definitions of Cl Analytical Models at 0.9 Mach 
C lo(a, P=200, M=0.9, Ba= 25°, Br=-30°, h=15,000 ft ) 
C lo(a, P=200, M=0.9, Oa= 25°,Or= 30°, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clo(a, P=200, M=0.9, Oa=-25°, Or=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
C lo(a, ~=200, M=0.9, Ba=-25°,Or= 30°, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clo(a, 13=00 , M=0.9, Oa= 25°, or=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Clo(a, 13=0° , M=0.9, Oa= 25°,Or= 30°, h=15,000 ft ) 









Table 7.2a Rolling Moment Coefficient Analytical Models: M = 0.6 
~ Sideslip &- = -30 &- = 30 Aileron 
00 = 25 CLOXNB2( ex) CLOXXB2( ex) 
I} = 20 00 = -25 CLONNB2( ex) ClONXB2( ex) 
00= 25 ClOXNBO( ex) CLOXXBO( ex) 
1}=0 
00 = -25 -ClOXXBO( ex) -ClOXNBO( ex) 
Table 7.2b Rolling Moment Coefficient Analytical Models: M = 0.9 
~ Sideslip Aileron &- = -30 &- = 30 
00 = 25 CLOXN2( ex) CLOXX2( ex) 
I} = 20 00 = -25 CLONN2( ex) CLONX2( ex) 
fu = 25 ClOXNO( ex) CLOXXO( ex) 
1}=0 
00 = -25 .-ClOXXO( ex) -ClOXNO( ex) 
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Table 7.3a Formulas for Cl Model at 0.6 Mach 
ClOXNB2(aO) = (.085/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-15)8/92) - .0065 
C10XXB2(aO) = (.0277112.75)tan-1(-(aO-2)1IS) 
+(.06763/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-19)1I4) 
+(.006/2.7S)tan-1«aO-22)2/1) + .00081 
C10NNB2(aO) = (.0344/2.7S)tan-1(-(aO-S)3113) 
+(.037/2. 7S)tan-1«aO-24 )2IS) 
+(.01112.7S)tan-1(-(aO-38)211) 
+(.01212. 75)tan-1«aO-42)7/4) 
+(.01112.7 S)tan-1( -(a 0-S2)3/8) 
+(.0176/2.7S)tan-1«aO-73)3/13) - .OSS3 
C10NXB2(aO) = (.039S/2.7S)tan-1(-(aO-S)3/13) , 
+(.029S/2.7S)tan-1«aO-2S)317) 
+(.0126/2. 7S)tan-1( -(aO-38)4/3) 
+(.0114/2.7 S)tan-1( (aO-42 )211) 
+(.008212. 7S)tan-1( -(aO-Sl)1I2) 
+(.0132/2.7S)tan-1«aO-70)2/5) - .0479 
C10XNBO(aO) = (.004112.7S)tan-1(-(aO-4)213) 
+(.003/2. 7S)tan- I ( -(aO-20)1I3) 
+(.01112.7S)tan-1(-(aO-S9)2/S) 
+( -.00144/2. 7S)tan- I ( -(ao+l)8/1) + .01793 
ClOXXBO(aO) = (.04226/2.7S)tan- I (-(aO-20)217) 
+(.00831/2. 7S)tan- I ( -(aO-53)4I7) 
+(.00997/2.7S)tan- I «aO-6S)4/S) 
+(.010112. 7S)tan- I ( -(aO-77 .S)8/IS) 
+( -.002lx)tan -I( -( a O-8) 10)+.0286 
LClP(aO) = (.IS/x)tan-1«aO-12)10x/18) 
+(.2S/x)tan- I ( -(aO-28) 100x/18) 
+(.SS/x)tan- I ( (a 0-41) 100x/18) 
+(.33/x )tan -1 (-( a a-SO) 1 Oxl18) -.341 
C1R(aO) = (.304/x)tan- I «a.0-3)10x/18) 
+(.22/x)tan- I ( -( a O-SO)2x/18) 
+( -.026)exp«aO-8S) 11100)+.018 
C1B(aO) = (.000I)[(6.32hr)tan- I (-(aO-13)100x/18) + 3.26] 
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Table 7.3b Formulas for CL Model at 0.9 Mach 
CLOXN2(aO) = (.048/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-18)8/92) 
+(.030/2.7 5)tan-l( -( a O-23)8/92) 
+(.045/2.75)tan-1«aO-80)8/92) - .0105 
CLOXX2(aO) = (.085/2.75)tan-l(-(aO-15)8/92) - .0198 
CLONN2(aO) = -[(.0544/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-7)3/13) 
+(.087/2.75)tan-1«aO-17)217) 
+(.008/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-25)2Il) 
+(.019/2. 75)tan-1«aO-28)7/4) 
+(.051/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-42)3/8) 
+(.0096/2.75)tan-1«aO-55)3/13) - .0553](112.6) 
- .074 
CLONX2(aO) = (.0295/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-25)3/13) 
+(.0295/2.75)tan-1«aO-42.5)317) 
+(.0086/2.75)tan- I (-(a O-15)4/3) 
+(.0014/2.7 5)tan- I « a O-42)2/1) 
+(.016212. 75)tan- I (-(aO-51) 1/2) 
+(.0012/2.75)tan- l «aO-70)2/5) - .0466 
CLOXNO(aO) = [(.004112.75)tan-1«aO-8)2I3) 
+(.012/2. 75)tan- l ( -( a O-11) 1/3) 
+(.010/2. 75)tan-1 (-( a O-15) 1/3) 
+(.01212. 75)tan-1( -(aO-35) 1/3) 
+(.005/2.7 5)tan- l ( -( aO-l00)2/5) 
+(-.00144/2.75)tan- I (-(aO-2)8) + .01793](112) 
- .0032 
CLOXXO(aO) = [(.04226/2.75)tan- I (-(aO-8.5)217) 
+(.01031/2.75)tan- I (-(aO-35)417) 
+(.00997/2.75)tan-1«aO-65)4/5) 
+(.0131/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-77 .5)8/15) 
+(-.002/7t)tan-1(-(aO-8)10) + .0286](111.8) 
HCLP(aO) = (.28/7t)tan-1«aO-l0)107t/18) 
+ (.25/7t )tan-1 (- (aO-41) 1007t/18) 
+ (.55/7t)tan -l( (ex 0-41) 1007t/18) 
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Rolling Moment Coefficient Clo 
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8. Analytical Model for Yawing Moment Coefficient 
The analytical model of the yawing moment coefficient Cn is taken from the wind-
tunnel model at an altitude h=15,OOO feet and Mach numbers M=0.6 and 0.9. The 
analytical model for Cno is constructed at ~ = OO, 2oo; stabilator deflections oh = 10.50 
and -240 ; oa=+ 250 ; and or = + 3oo. The analytical models are functions of a from oo to 
900 ; they are defined in Tables 8.1 a,b,c,d and 8.2 a,b,c,d. The analytical formulae are 
presented in Tables 8.3 a,b,c,d. Comparisons of the analytical models with the 
corresponding wind-tunnel model data are shown in Figures 8.1 to 8.7. The roll and 
yaw rate derivatives Cnp and Cnr and the sideslip derivative Cn~ are given in Figure 8.7. 
The analytical models are also given in the computer code listing contained in Appendix 
C. 
Table 8.1a Definitions of Cn Analytical Models at M=0.6,Oh=10.5° 
C no(a, ~=200, M=0.6, oa= 25°, or=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cno(a, ~=200, M=0.6, oa= 25°,or= 300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cno(a, JJ=200, M=0.6, oa=-25°, or=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cno(a, ~=200, M=0.6, oa=-25°,or= 300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cno(a, ~=Oo , M=0.6, oa= 25°, or=-300, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cno(a, ~=Oo , M=0.6, oa= 25°,or= 30°, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cnp(a, M=0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cnr(a, M=0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 
Cn~(M=0.6, h=15,000 ft ) 
= CnXNXB2(a) 
= CnXXXB2(a) 
= Cn NNXB2(a) 






Table 8.lb Definitions of Cn Analytical Models at M=0.6,oh=-24° 
Cno(a, P=200, M=0.6, oa= 25°, or=-300, h=15,000 ft) = Cn XNNB2(a) 
Cno(a, ~=200, M=0.6, oa= 25°,or= 30°, h=15,000 ft) = Cn XXNB2(a) 
Cno(a, JJ=200, M=0.6, oa=-25°, or=-300, h=15,000 ft) = Cn NNNB2(a) 
Cno(a, ~=200, M=0.6, oa=-25°,or= 30°, h=15,000 ft) = Cn NXNB2(a) 
Cno(a, ~=Oo , M=0.6, oa= 25°, or=-300, h=15,000 ft) = CnXNNBO(a) 
Cno(a, ~=Oo , M=0.6, oa= 25°,or= 30°, h=15,000 ft) = CnXXNBO(a) 
Table 8.lc Definitions of Cn Analytical Models at M=0.9,oh=10.5° 
Cno(a, ~=200, M=0.9, oa= 25°, or=-300, h=15,000 ft) = CnXNX2(a) 
Cno(a, ~=20°, M=0.9, oa= 25°,or= 300, h=15,000 ft) = CnXXX2(a) 
Cno(a, P=200, M=0.9, oa=-25°, or=-300, h=15,000 ft) = Cn NNX2(a) 
Cno(a, ~=200, M=0.9, oa=-25°,or= 30°, h=15,000 ft) = Cn NXX2(a) 
Cno(a., ~=Oo , M=0.9, oa= 25°,or=-30°, h=15,000 ft) = CnXNXO(a.) 
Cno(a, 1J=00 , M=0.9, 03= 25°,or= 300, h=15,000 ft) = CnXXXO(a.) 
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Table S.ld Definitions of Cn Analytical Models at M=0.9,Sh=-240 
C no (a,13=200, M=0.9, Sa= 25°, Sr=-30o, h=15,OOO ft) = Cn XNN2(a) 
Cno(a, f3=20o, M=0.9, Sa= 25(), Sr= 30°, h=15,OOO ft) = Cn XXN2(a) 
C no(a,13=200, M=0.9, Sa=-25°, Sr=-30o, h=15,OOO ft) = Cn NNN2(a) 
C no(a,13=20°, M=0.9, Sa=-25°, Sr= 30°, h=15,OOO ft) = Cn NXN2(a) 
Cno(a, 13=00 , M=0.9, 8a= 25°, 8r=-300, h=15,OOO ft) = CnXNNO(a) 




Table 8.2a Yawing Moment Coefficient Analytical Models: M = 0.6. Sh=10.5 
I~ Sideslip Sr = ·30 Sr =30 Aileron 
Sa=25 CnXNXB2(a) CnXXXB2(a) 
II = 20 Sa = ·25 CnNNXB2(a) CnNXXB2(a) 
S3=25 CnXNXBO(a) CnXXXBO(a) 
1l=0 
I 
Sa = ·25 
·CnXXXBO(a) ·CnXNXBO(a) 
I 
Table 8.2e Yawing Moment Coefficient Analytical Models: M = 0.9. Sh=10.5 
~ Sideslip Sr = ·30 Sr = 30 Aileron 
Sa = 25 CnXNX2(a) CnXXX2(a) 
~= 20 Sa = ·25 CnNNX2(a) CnNXX2(a) 
lia= 25 CnXNXO(a) CnXXXO(a) 
~=O 
lia = ·25 ·CnXXXO(a) .CnXNXO(a) 
L 
Table 8.2b Yawing Moment Coefficient Analytical Models: M = 0.6. Sh=·24 
~ Sideslip Sr = ·30 Sr=30 Aileron 
Sa =25 CnXNNB2(a) CnXXNB2(a) 
1l=20 Sa = ·25 CnNNNB2(a) CnNXNB2(a) 
Sa = 25 CnXNNBO(a) CnXXNBO(a) 
~=O 






Table 8.2d Yawing Moment Coefficient Anal)iical Models: M = 0.9. Sh=.24 
A Sideslip Sr = ·30 Sr = 30 Aileron 
Sa= 25 CnXNN2(a) CnXXN2(a) 
13= 20 Sa = ·25 CnNNN2(a) CnNXN2(a) 
lia=25 CnXNNO(a) CnXXNO(a) 
13=0 
Sa = ·25 
·CnXXNO(a) 
·CnXNNO(a) 
Table 8.3a Formulas for Cn Model at M=0.6, ah=10.5 0 
CnXNXB2 (aO)=(.06482/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-20)3/14) 
+(.04937/2.75)tan-l(-(aO-41)5/14) 
+(.053/2.7 5)tan -1( (aO-60) 1/6) 
+(.00512.75)tan-1(-(aO-8)4) + .0211 
CnXXXB2( a O)=(.077832/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-27.5)4/45) 
+(.0744/2.75)tan-1«aO-58.5)4/25) 
+(.02885/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-79)7 /20) 
+(.006/2.75)tan-l(-(aO-43» - .022 
CnNNXB2 (aO)=(.11977 /2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-28.5)3.5/51) 
+(.04303/2.7 5)tan -1( (a 0-58.5)4/13) 
+(.02532/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-74)2/5) + .01184 
CnNXXB2( aO)=(.06132/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-31) III 0) 
+(.05521/2.75)tan-1«aO-55)2/9) 
+(.04659/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-77.5)4/15) - .03235 
CnXNXBO( aO)=(.02026/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-19)3/14) 
+(.022/2.7 5)tan-1( -( a 0-49)217) 
+(.03393/2. 75)tan-l«aO-73) 1/7) 
+(.00212.7 5)tan-1( -( a O·14)2) 
+(.003/2.75)tan-1«aO-76)2) + .02769 
CnXXXB O( aO)=(.00952/2. 75)tan-1« a O-14 )3/8) 
+(.0105612.7 5)tan-l( (aO-47)2/3) 
+(.01395/2.7 5)tan -1« a O-67)9/14) 
+ (.00899/2.7 5)tan-1( -( ex 0-81)3/8)-.0 1862 
CnNNXBO(aO)=·CnXXXBO(aO) 
CnNXXBO(aO)=-CnXNXBO(aO) 
CnP(aO) = (.075ht)tan-1«aO-17)57t/18) 
+(.04/7t)tan-1( (aO-50) 107t/18) 
+(.2/7t )tan-I (-(aO-57)1007t/18) 
+(.13/7t)tan-1 «exo-62) 1007t/18) 
+ (.09/7t )tan -1( - (ex 0-73) 1007t/ 18) 
+(.1I1[)tan-1«ao.77) 1 001[/18)-.028 
CnR(exO) = (.16/7t)tan-1(-(exO.22)107t/18) 
+(.34/7t)tan -I « a 0-57) 1 01[/18) 
+( -.I)exp«ao.78) 1/10)-.09 
CnB(aO) = (.000001)[(12.7/1[)tan-1(-(aO-13)1007t/18) - 11.7] 
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Table 8.3b Formulas for Cn Model at M=0.6, Bh=-240 
CnXNNB2 (aO)=(.11857 12. 75)tan-l ( -(aO-26.5)4i45) 
+(.07065/2.75)tan-I «aO-60.5)4/25) 
+(.02518/2.75)tan-I (-(aO-80)3/10) 
+(.005/2.75)tan- I (-(aO-18)2) + .020265 
CnXXN B2 (aO)=(.080916/2. 75)tan-l ( -(aO-30)3/42) 
+(.056/2.75)tan- I«aO-62)1I4) 
+(.02085/2.75)tan- I (-(aO-79)1I5) 
+(-.005/2.75)tan-I (-(aO-82)2) - .02221 
C nNNNB2 (aO)=(.120543/2. 75)tan-l ( -( a O-28)3/40) 
+(.05707/2.75)tan-I «aO-55.5)4/25) 
+(.03650/2.75)tan-I (-(aO-78.5)4/15) + .01202 
CnNXNB2( aO)=(.063768/2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-32)1I10) 
+(.04788/2. 75)tan- l «aO-57 .5)6/25) 
+(.0382912.75)tan- I (-(aO-77.5)4/15) - .03288 
CnXNNBO( aO)=(.02037 12. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-17 .5)8/43) 
+(.0038912.75)tan-I (-(aO-54.5)6/17) 
+(.01623/2.7 5)tan -I( (aO-69.5)5/23) 
+(.002/2.75)tan-I (-(aO-13)2) + .02711 
CnXXN B O( aO)=(.00953/2. 75)tan-I « a O-15)3/8) 
+(.0041112.7 5)tan- l ( -( a O-46.5)8/15) 
+(.0222212.75)tan-I «aO-71.5)4/25) - .01781 
Cn NNNB O( aO)=-CnXXNBO( a O) 
CnNXNBO(aO)=-CnXNNBO(aO) 
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Table 8.3c Formulas for Cn Model at M=0.9, Bh=10.50 
CnXNX2( aO)=(.05428/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-16)3/14) 
+(.05037/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-36)5/14) 
+( -.003/2. 7 5)tan-1«aO-45) 116) 
+ (.060/2.7 5)tan-1( (aO-50) 1/6) 
+(.005/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-8)4) + .0211 
CnXXX2( a O)=(.067832/2. 75)tan-1( -( a O-30)4/45) 
+(.065/2.7 5)tan-l( -(aO-14 )4/45) 
+ (-.04/2.7 5)tan-l( -(aO-14 )4/45) 
+(.0844/2.75)tan-1«aO-46)4/25) 
+(.04085/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-l00)7/20) 
+(.006/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-35» - .0352 
CnNNX2( aO)=(.05428/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-22)3/14) 
+(.02037/2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-36)5/14) 
+( -.00312. 75)tan-1«aO-45) 116) 
+(.042/2. 75)tan-I«aO-47) 116) 
+(.020/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-11)4) + .0181 
CnNXX2 (aO)=(.067832/2. 75)tan-1( -( a O-35)4/45) 
+(.070/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-14 )4/45) 
+ (-.04/2.7 5)tan -I( -( a O-4 )4/45) 
+(.0844/2.75)tan-1«aO-46)4/25) 
+(.04085/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-l00)7/20) 
+(.006/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-35» - .0392 
CnXNXO( a O)=(.01026/2. 75)tan- l ( -(aO-13)3/14) 
+ (-.009/2.7 5)tan -I (-( a 0-40)2/7) 
+ (.010/2.7 5)tan- t (-( a O-18)2/7) 
+ (-.002/2.7 5)tan -1( -( a 0-30)2/7) 
+ (.022/2.7 5)tan -I (-(aO-49)2/7) 
+(.0254312. 75)tan- I «aO-83) 117) 
+ (.002/2.7 5)tan -I (-( a O-7)2) 
+(.003/2.75)tan- l «aO-76)2) + .02769 
CnXXXO (aO)= [(.01452/2. 75)tan-1« a O-ll)3/8) 
+ (-.005/2.7 5)tan-l( (a 0-22)3/8) 
+(.01156/2.75)tan-1«aO-41)2/3) 
+(.01205/2. 75)tan-1«aO-67)9/14) 
+(.00769/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-81)3/8) 
- .01862](111.21) 
CnNNXO( aO)=-CnXXXO( aO) 
CnNXXO(aO)=-CnXNXO(aO) 
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Table 8.3d Formulas for Cn Model at M=0.9, Sh=-240 
CnXNN2( aO)=(.05428/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-15)3/14) 
+(.05037/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-33)5/14) 
+( -.003/2. 75)tan-1«aO-45) 1/6) 
+(.060/2. 75)tan-1«ao .. 46) 1/6) 
+(.005/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-8)4)+.0241 
CnXXN2(aO)=(.1109112.75)tan-1(-(aO-25)3/42) 
+( -.025/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-8)3/42) 
+(.05600/2. 75)tan-1«aO-48) 1/4) 
+(.03385/2.7 5)tan-1( -(aO-l00) 115) 
+(-.005/2.75)tan-1(-(aO-82)2) - .03125 
CnNNN2(aO)=CnXNN2(aO) 
CnNXN2( aO)=(.067832/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-32)4/45) 
+(.063/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-14)4/45) 
+( -.04/2. 7 5)tan-1( -(a 0-4 )4/45) 
+(.0844/2.75)tan-1«aO-46)4/25) 
+(.04085/2. 75)tan-1( -(aO-90)7 120) 
+(.006/2.7 5)tan-1( -( a O-35» 
-.0352 
CnXNN O( a O)=(.01637 12. 75)tan-1( -( a O-l0)S/43) 
+ (.00559/2.7 5)tan-1( -( a O-1S0)61 17) 
+ (.01623/2.7 5)tan-1( -( aO-l 00)5/23) 
+(.00212.7 5)tan-1 (-( a O-13)2) 
+.0271 
CnXXNO( aO)=(.01253/2. 75)tan-1( (aO-12)3/S) 
+( -.00212. 75)tan-1( (aO-22)3/S) 
+(.0041112. 75)tan-1( -(aO-46.5)8/15) 
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Yawing Moment Coefficient Coo 
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Yawing Moment Coefficient Coo 
for h=15,OOO feet, M=0.9, &= 250 and 13=00. 
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Analytical Model of <; 
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Yawing Moment Coefficient 
Derivatives ~ , CDr and Cn~ for h=15,OOO feet and M=O.6. 
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9. Time History Comparison of it, V, w, jJ, q and t: Mach = 0.6 
The simulation wind-tunnel model of [1] was flown in NASA's simulator by a pilot 
to generate some basic maneuvers at 0.6 Mach numbers such as pitch-ups, 36()o loaded and 
unloaded rolls, tum reversals, split S's and level turns. That simulator data is used here to 
check the validity of the 6 nOF analytical model. The accelerations 
iI, VI, 4, Y, p, r 
are computed for the analytical model using the states and controls from the piloted 
simulated maneuvers. Comparisons with the accelerations from the wind-tunnel data 
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Figure 9.2: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
3600 Loaded Roll (Trim Power) Maneuver @ M=O.6 (Run 3, 6 October 1987). 
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Analytical Model Simulation: 3600 Loaded Roll (AB) Maneuver@ M=O.6 (Run 5, 6 October 1987) 
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Figure 9.4: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: li, VI, q, v, p, r 
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Figure 9.5: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Analytical Model Simulation: Level Turn Maneuver@ M=O.6 (Run 7,6 October 1987) 
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Figure 9.6: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
Level Tum Maneuver@ M=O.6 (Run 7, 6 October 1987). 
iI, W, q, v, p, t 
10. Time History Comparison of ii, V, lV, jJ, q and t: Mach = 0.9 
The simulation wind-tunnel model of [1] was flown in NASA's simulator by a pilot 
to generate some basic maneuvers at 0.9 Mach numbers such as pitch-ups, 3600 loaded and 
unloaded rolls, tum reversals, split S's and level turns. That simulator data is used here to 
check the validity of the 6 DOF analytical model. The accelerations 
iI, w, q, V, p, t 
are computed for the analytical model using the states and controls from the piloted 
simulated maneuvers. Comparisons with the accelerations from the wind-tunnel data 
model are shown below in Figures 10.1-10.7. 
The piloted simulated maneuvers comparison herein shows that the angular pitch 
accelerations from the wind-tunnel data and the analytical model have about the same shape 
but at times have a fairly large distance between them. We show in Appendix E that this is 
due to a small error in fit being multiplied by a large dynamic pressure at Mach 0.9. 
Therein we present some details from Run 5 (Figure 10.3) which is a turn reversal 
maneuver to show that the differences are due to a small difference of about 0.006 or less 
in the values of Cmo(t). As can be seen from the modeling fits shown in Figures 5.1-5.6 
modeling errors of this magnitude are present in Cmo at all Mach numbers. We found that 









Analytical Model Simulation: Pitch Up Maneuver@ M=O.9 (Run 3,10 October 1987) 
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Figure 10.1: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Analytical Model Simulation: 3600 Loaded Roll Maneuver @ M=O.9 (Run 4, 10 October 1987) 
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Figure 10.2: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Figure 10.3: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Figure 10.4: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Analytical Model Simulation: Split S Maneuver@ M=O.9 (Run 6, 10 October 1987) 
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Figure 10.5: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Figure 10.6: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Figure to.7: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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11. Time History Comparison of it, v, W, p, q and t: Mach = 0.3 
The simulation wind-tunnel model of [1] was flown in NASA's simulator by a pilot 
to generate some basic maneuvers at 0.3 Mach numbers such as pitch-ups, 3600 loaded and 
unloaded rolls, turn reversals, split S's and level turns. That simulator data is used here to 
check the validity of the 6 DOF analytical model. The accelerations 
ti, w, q, v, p, r 
are computed for the analytical model using the states and controls from the piloted 
simulated maneuvers. Comparisons with the accelerations from the wind-tunnel data 
model are shown below in Figures 11.1-11.7. 
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Analytical Model Simulation: Pitch Up Maneuver@ M=O.3 (Run 11,6 October 1987) 
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Figure 11.1: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: U, VI, q, v, p, i 
Pitch Up Maneuver@ M=O.3 (Run 11,6 October 1987). 
Analytical Model Simulation: 3600 Loaded Roll Maneuver @ M=O.3 (Run 13, 6 October 1987) 
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Figure 11.2: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: U, VV, q, v, p, r 
3600 Loaded Roll Maneuver@ M=O.3 (Run 13,6 October 1987). 
Analytical Model Simulation: Turn Reversal Maneuver@ M=O.3 (Run 15,6 October 1987) 
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Figure 11.3: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: ti, Vi, q, v, j>, i: 
Turn Reversal Maneuver@ M=O.3 (Run 15,6 October 1987). 
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Analytical Model Simulation: 36()o Unloaded Roll Maneuver@ M=O.3 (Run 21,6 October 1987) 
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Figure 11.4: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Figure 11.5: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Figure 11.6: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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Analytical Model Simulation: Split S Maneuver@ M=O.3 (Run 18,6 October 1987) 
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Figure 11.7: Comparison of Derivatives Generated by Wind-Tunnel and Analytical Model: 
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12. SUMMARY 
A six degrees of freedom (6 DOF) analytical aerodynamic model is derived from a 
high angle-of-attack combat airplane wind-tunnel model, [1]. The derivation considered 
the altitude-Mach flight envelope centered at an altitude h = 15,000 feet and a Mach number 
M = 0.6. Wind-tunnel data ranging from 0.3 Mach to 0.9 Mach was used in developing 
the analytical models. The derived analytical models of the aerodynamic derivatives are 
nonlinear functions of alpha with all other states and control variables fIxed. The nonlinear 
functions are parameterized with respect to sideslip, Mach number, roll, pitch and yaw 
rates and aileron deflection, rudder deflection and stabilator deflection. The lift and 
pitching moment coefficients have unsteady flow parts due to th~ time rate of change of 
angle of attack (alpha dot). The effects of leading edge flap, trailing edge flap, speed 
brake, landing gear, etc was not consided. Interpolation is required between the 
parameterized nonlinear functions. 
Formulae for the analytical models are shown to compare well with their fIts of the 
wind-tunnel data. The piloted simulated maneuvers comparison of Chapters 9-11 in which 
the analytical model is compared with the wind-tunnel data show that (1) the analytical 
model is a good representation of the wind-tunnel at Mach 0.6, (2) the longitudinal part of 
the analytical model is good for the Mach number range 0.3 to 0.9 and (3) the lateral part is 
good for Mach numbers between 0.6 to 0.9. Analytical models of the rolling moment 
coefficient were not derived using 0.3 Mach wind-tunnel data. The piloted simulated 
maneuvers comparison of Chapter 11 indicates that analytical models of the rolling moment 
coefficient should be fIt at Mach 0.3 in order to better represent the wind-tunnel model 
there. The piloted simulated maneuvers comparison of Chapter 10 shows that the angular 
pitch accelerations from the wind-tunnel data and the analytical model have about the same 
shape but at times have a fairly large distance between them; this is due to a small Cmo error 
of about 0.006 in fIt being multiplied by a large dynamic pressure at Mach 0.9; see 
appendix E. We found that the largest differences are equivalent to approximately a half 
degree change in stabilator deflection. Such a difference should not be critical in analysis 
studies. 
The results in this report indicate that the analytical model is a good representation 
of the wind-tunnel model for flight analysis in the altitude-Mach flight envelope centered at 
an altitude h = 15,000 feet and a Mach number M = 0.6. The storage requirement of the 
analytical model is about one tenth that of the wind-tunnel model and it runs twice as fast. 
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Computer Code for Equations of Motion 
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================================================================== 
-- COMAN THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO COMPUTE U.DOT,V.DOT == 
-- W.DOT,P.DOT,Q.DOT,R.DOT. FOR THE HARV ANALY- --
-- TICAL MODEL --
--
-- INPUTS: FLI GHT DATA FILE --
T TIME 
MACH . MACH NUMBER == 
HAB ALTITUDE 
-- QBAR DYNAMIC PRESSURE --
ALPDEG ANGEL OF ATTACK --
-- BETADEG SIDESLIP ANGEL --
-- PHID EULER BANK ANGEL --
== THETAD EULER PITCH ANGEL --
PSID EULER YAW ANGEL == 
-- P AIRCRAFT X-BODY AXIS ROLL RATE == 
-- Q AIRCRAFT Y-BODY AXIS PITCH RATE == 
-- R AIRCRAFT Z-BODY AXIS YAW RATE == 
-- DH STABILATOR DEF LECT ION == 
-- DA AILERON DEF LECT ION == 
== DR RUDDER DEFLECTION == 
== 
OUTPUTS: UDT TIME DERIVATIVE OF U == 
VDT TIME DERIVATIVE OF V --
WDT TIME DERIVATIVE OF W == 
== PDT TIME DERIVATIVE OF P == QDT TIME DERIVATIVE OF Q' 






AUTHER JICHANG CAO == 
== GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT == 
== SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING == 
== GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY == 
-- ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30332 == 
-- --






IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL*8 MACH ,MASS ,NZ ,lAS ,HAB 
REAL,':8 AU(N) ,AV(N) ,AW(N) ,AP(N) ,AQ(N) ,AR(N) 
REAL,'c8 APHID(N) ,ATHETA(N) ,APSID(N) ,AALP(N) ,ABET(N) 
REAL*8 TIME (N) ,AMACH (N) ,AHAB (N) ,AQBAR (N) ,AVTOTAL (N) 
REAL,'ca ADH (N) ,ADA (N) ,ADR (N) 
REAL,'c8 UDT (N) ,VDT (N) ,WDT (N) , PDT (N) , QDT (N) , ROT (N) 
REAL,'ca ATNETL (N) ,ATNETR (N) ,LXE , LYE , LZE 
CHARACTER*80 HEADER 
CHARACTER AA1*15,AA2*15,AA3*15,AA4*15,AA5*15,BB*50 
OPEN (UNIT=5,FILE='MACH03 1 ) 















































=CSTAR,',XZ I/X I 




=CSTAR"'XZ I/Z I 
FLIGHT CONDITION 
READ ~,5) NUMBER 
DO 99 1=2,13 
READ (5,15) AAI ,AA2 ,AA3 ,AA4 ,AA5 
99 CONTINUE 
READ (5,25) BB 
5 FORMAT (14) 
15 FORMAT (5A 15) 
25 FORMAT (A50) 
DO 400 l=l,N 
READ FLIGHT DATA FILE 
READ (5,10) T ,MACH ,HAB ,QBAR ,ALPDEG ,BETADEG ,PSID ,THETAD 
READ (5,10) PHID ,PDEG ,QDEG ,RDEG ,VTOTAL,AX ,AY ,GZ 
READ (5,10) DLADEG.DLADDEG,DLSDEG,DLHDDEG,DLNDEG,DLNDDEG, 
1 DLFDEG,DLFDDEG 
























ANGEL OF ATTACK 
SIDESLIP ANGEL 
EULER BANK ANGEL 
EULER PITCH ANGEL 
EULER YAW ANGEL 
AIRCRfFT X-BODY AXIS ROLL RATE 
AIRCRAFT Y-BODY AXIS PITCH RATE 
AIRCRAFT Z-BODY AXIS YAW RATE 
VELOCITY 
AILERON DEFLECTION (AVERAGE) 
RUDDER DEFLECTION (AVERAGE) 
STABILATOR DEFLECTION (AVERAGE) 
THRUST OF LEFT ENGINE 
THRUST OF RIGHT ENGINE 
***************************************************************** 
10 FORMAT (8E10.4) 
20 FORMAT (4E10.4) 
U VTOTALI'tDCOS (ALPDEGI',DTR) ,"DCOS (BETADEGI"DTR) 
V = VTOTAL*DSIN(BETADEG*DTR) 
86 
W = VTOTALl'cDS I N (ALPDEG,'cDTR) l'cDCOS (BETADEG*DTR) 
AVTOTAL(I) = VTOTAL 
AU (I) = U 
AV(I) = V 
AW(I) = W 
AP(I) = PDEG 
AQ(I) = QDEG 
AR(I) == RDEG 
























DO 410 1=I,N 
B02VT = B/ (2 l"AVTOTAL (I» 
C02VT = CBAR/(2*AVTOTAL(I» 
ALPHA =AALP (I) 
BETA =ABET (I) 
MACH =AMACH (I) 
AL T =AHAB (I) 
DH =ADH (I) 
DA =ADA (I) /2. 
DR =ADR (I) 







=AP (I) 1'DTR 
=AQ ( I ) l'cDTR 
=AR ( I ) 1'DTR 
,'e 






CALL NAEROC2 (CYO ,ClO ,CNO ,CYS ,CIS ,CNS , 
CYR ,C1R ,CNR ,CYP ,C1P ,CNP , 
=F ( 
ALPHA ,BETA ,MACH ,DA ,DR ,DH ,P ,R ,ALT } 
U =AU (I) 
V =AV (I) 














= (TN ETL+TNETR) '~COS (1.98'~OTR) 
= TNETR"cS I N (-1. 98"cOTR) +TNETL:'cS I N (1. 981c OTR) 
QBAR*S:'cCOO/MASS 
QBAR"cS"cC02VT,'cCLAO/ (U"cU+W1cW) /MASS 
,;': 




= R"cV-Q1cW-G"cOS I N (THET) -F O,'cOCOS (AA) +THX/MASS 
+QBAR,'cS,'cOS I N (AA) ,'c (CLO+C02VT"cCLQ"cQ) /MASS 
FW Q,'cU-p,'cV+G"cOCOS (THET) :'tOCOS (PH I D) -FO"cOS I N (AA) 
:'c -QBAR1cS,'cOCOS (AA) :'c (CLO+C02VT1cCLQ1cQ) /MASS+THZ/MASS 
WOT (I) = (FW+CB:'tOCOS (AA) ,'cW"cFU/ (1+CB 1c OS I N (AA) *W» /BQ 
UOT (I) = (F U+CB''tOS I N (AA) ,'tU*WOT (I) ) / (1+CB''tOS I N (AA) *W) 














= CLO+C02VT"c (CLQ"cQ+CLAO"cOALF A) 
= CMO+C02VT"c (CMQ"cQ+CMAO"cOALF A) 










p,'cW-R,'cU+G1cCOS (THET) ,,:S I N (PH I D) +FY+THY /MASS 
YYl 
1 
C41 *P:'cQ+C42"cQ"cR+C4 3:'cFR+CSTAR,'cF P+c4 3,'cLXE,'cTHY /Z I 
-C43,'cLVE:':THX/Z I 
1 +CSTAR*(LYE*THZ-LZE*THY)/XI 






PDT ( I) =VV 1/0TR 
QOT (I) =VV2/0TR 
ROT ( I) =YY 3/0TR 
410 CONTINUE 
M=N-2 
DO 710 1=I,M 
WR I TE (6,910) T I ME (I) ,UOT (I) ,VOT (I) ,WOT (I) ,PDT (I) ,QOT (I) , 











C PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE WILL BE CALLED TO CALCULATE 7 AERODY- == 
C NAMIC COEFFICIENTS WHICH ARE THE OUTPUTS OF THIS SUB- == 
C ROUTINE. (LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS) --
C == 
C INPUTS: == 
C ALPDEG ANGLE OF ATTACK (DEG) --
C MACH MACH NUMBER == 
C ALT ALTITUDE (FEET) 
C DH STABILATOR DEFLECTION (DEG) == 
C == 
C OUTPUTS: == 
C CLO ,CLQ ,CLAD == 
C CMO ,CMQ ,CMAD == 
C COO == 
C == 
C THOSE COEFFICIENTS ARE USED IN THE FOLLOWING FORMULAS == 
C == 
C CL = CLO+C02VT*(CLQ*Q+CLAD*ALPDEG) == 
C CM = CMO+C02VTl~ (CMQ"'Q+CMADl"ALPDEG) == 
C CD = COO == 
C == 
C CL LIFT FORCE COEFFICIENT ALONG Z_WIND AXIS == 
C CM PITCH MOMENT COEFFICIENT ABOUT Y WIND AXIS == 
C CD SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT ABOUT X WIND AXIS == 
C CREF REFERENCE WINGSPAN - == 
C V A I RCRAFT TOTAL A I RSPEED == 
C == 
C AUTHER: JICHANG CAD == 
C GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT == 
C GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY == 
C ATLANTA, GA30332 == 
. == 
C======================================================================== 
SUBROUT I NE NAEROC 1 (CLO ,CLQ ,CLAD, CMO ,CMQ ,CMAD, 
* COO , 
C =F ( 
1, ALPDEG,MACH,DH,ALT) 
C 





C CONVERSION OF ALFA 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
IF (DH.LT.-24.) DH=-24. 
IF (DH.GT.10.5) DH=10.5· C-------------------------------------------------------------------------
A = ALPDEG 
PI =ACOS (-1.) 
SI =2.75 C-------------------------------------------------------------------------
C EXTREMAL VALUES OF CONTROL SURFACES DEFLECTION 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------
DHN = -24. 
DHX = 10.5 
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C COMPUTATION OF COEFFICIENTS 
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
CLox6 = 0.86/SI*ATAN(-(A+5.)*1./100.) 
* +2.19/Sll~ATAN«A-5.)l~1.17.) 
)', +0.9015 I )'(AlAN «A-24.) *1./17.) 
* +1.71/SI*ATAN(-(A-53.)*2./25.) 
90 
* +.41/SI*ATAN(-(A-70.)*2./7.) 1, 
-.1+.05 
C 
CLON6 = 1.06/SI*ATAN(-(A+5.)*1./100.) 













1, +2.10/SI*ATAN(-(A-69.) ft l/15.) 
)~ 




CMo06 = 0.36/SlftATAN(-(A-5.)*1./30.) 
)', 
-0. 29/S I ftATAN «A-I.) *1./15.) 
,', +0.90/SlftATAN«A-5.) ft 1./35.) 








CMoz6 = 0.26/SlftATAN(-(A-5.) ft l./60.) 
,,: 
-0 .39/S I *ATAN «A-I.) 1c1./14 .0) 
* +0.BO/SlftATAN«A-5.) ft 1./42.) 
)', +0.BO/SlftATAN(-(A-20.) ft l./55.) 
1, +1.Bo/SlftATAN«A-65.)*1./60.) 






CMOX26 = 0.26/SI*ATAN(-(A-2.)*1./10.) 
* -0.39/SlftATAN«A-1.)*1./10.) 
,/, +1.00/SI)·cATAN «A-3.) 1'1./11.) 
)', +0.B5/SlftATAN(-(A-7.) ft 1./20.) 











* +1.35/SlftATAN«A-49.) ft l./19.) 1, +2.20/SlftATAN(-(A-69.) ft l/15.) 
)'c 









'Ic +1.Bo/s l'IcATAN «A-49.) *1./45.) 






































































































CMOX03 = CMo06 
CMOX23 = CMOX26 
C 
CMOX53 = CMOX56 
C 



































CMOX28 = 0.36/SI*ATAN(-(A-5.)*1./35.) 
,'c 
-0.29/SI)"ATAN «A-I.) 1'1./30.) 

































CMONZ8 = 0.36/sl*ATAN(-(A-5.)*1./35.) 
,I: 
-0.29/SP'cATAN «A-I.) 1"1./30.) 
-l: +1.25/S ,,'cATAN «A-15.) l'e] ./95.) 
'le +0.80/SI*ATAN(-(A-47.)*1./28.) 










,', + 1. 90/S 11cATAN «A-52.) l~ 1./25.) 
l'c +2.70/SI*ATAN(-(A-69.)*1/20.) 
















* +1.21/SI*ATAN(-(A-70.)*1./20.) l'c 
-.80 
C 











CMox59 = 0.26/SI*ATAN(-(A-5.)*1./4.) 
,,: 
-0.39/SI*ATAN«A+2.)*1./5.) 
,'c + 1 • OO/S Il"ATAN ( (A-I.) 1', 1 . / IS.) 
* +0.60/SI*ATAN(-(A-18.)*1/13.) 







CMOX29 = 0.26/SI*ATAN(-(A-5.)*I./10.) 
l'c 
-0.39/SI*ATAN«A+4.)*1./7.) 




































































































CLO = All +(AI2-All)*(MACH-.6)/0.3 
C -----------------------------------------------------------
95 
C CLO=A11 IF MACH NUMBER =.6 
C CLO=A12 IF MACH NUMBER =.9 
C -----------------------------------------------------------
IF (DH.GE.5.) THEN 
ELSE 




GO TO 200 
GO TO S 
END IF 
S CONTINUE 






GO TO 200 
GO TO 8 
END IF 
8 CONTINUE 






GO TO 200 
GO TO 10 
END IF 
10 CONTINUE 





B13 = (CMOX09-CMON59)* (DH+5.)/5.+CMONS9 
GO TO 200 
GO TO 20 
END IF 
20 CONTINUE 





GO TO 200 
ELSE 
GO TO 30 
END IF 
30 CONTINUE 










IF (MACH.LLO.6) THEN 
CMO = Bl0+(Bll-Bl0)*(MACH-.3)/0.3 




GO TO 210 
END IF 
210 CONTINUE 
IF (MACH.LE.0.8) THEN 
CMO = Bll +(B12-B11)*(MACH-.6)/0.2 
GO TO 250 
ELSE 
GO TO 220 
END IF 
220 CONTINUE 
IF (MACH.LT.!.) THEN 
CMO = B12+(B13-B12)*(MACH-.8)/0. 1 
ELSE 








CMO = B10 
CMO = B 11 
CMO = B12 
IF MACH NUMBER =.3 
IF MACH NUMBER =.6 
IF MACH NUMBER =.9 
IF (OH.GE.O.) THEN 
COO =(COOX-COOZ)*(OH+0.)/10.5+COOZ 
C PRINT *,'OH IS LAGER THAN 0.' 
GO TO 300 
ELSE 
GO TO 50 
END IF 
50 CONTINUE 
IF (DH.GE.-5.) THEN 
COO =(COOZ-COON5)*(DH+5.)/5.+COON5 
C PRINT *,'OH IS LAGER THAN -5.' 
GO TO 300 
ELSE 
GO TO 60 
END IF 
60 CONTINUE 















C PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE WILL BE CALLED TO CALCULATE 12 AERODY- == 
C NAMIC COEF~ICIENTS WHICH ARE THE OUTPUTS OF THIS SUB- == 
C ROUTINE (LATERAL COEFFICIENTS) == 
C = 
C INPUTS: == 
C ALPDEG ANGLE OF ATTACK (DEG) == 
C BETDEG S I DESL I PANGLE (DEG) == 
C MACH MACH NUMBER == 
C DA AILERON DEFLECTION (DEG) == 
C DR RUDDER DEFLECTION (DEG) == 
C DH STABILATOR DEFLECTION (DEG) == 
PA I RCRAFT X BODY AX I S ROLL RATE (RAD/SEC) == 
C R A I RCRAFT Z=BODY AX I S YAW RATE (RAD/SEC) == 
C = 
C OUTPUTS: == 
C CRO , CYB , CYP , CYR == 
eel 0 , C 1 B ,C 1 P ,C 1 R == 
C CNO , CNB , CNP , CNR == 
C = 
C THOSE COEFFICIENTS ARE USED IN AEROLAT IN THE FOLLOWING FORMULAS == 
C = 
C CY = CYO+CYB,':BETDEG+B02VT": (CYP,':P+CYR:'cR) --
C Cl C10+C1B*BETDEG+B02VT*(C1P*P+C1R*R) --
C CN CNO+CNB*BETDEG+B02VT", (CNP"cP+CNR*R) --
C = 
C B02VT = BREF/(2*V) == 
C CY SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT ALONG Y_WIND AXIS == 
C Cl ROLL MOMENT COEFFICIENT ABOUT X WIND AXIS == 
C CN YAW MOMENT COEFFICIENT ABOUT Z_WIND AXIS == 
C BREF REFERENCE WI NGSPAN == 
C V A I RCRAFT TOTAL A I RSPEED == 
C = 
C AUTHER: JICHANG CAO == 
C GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT == 
C GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY == 
C ATLANTA, GA30332 == 
C == 
c======================================================================== 
SUBROUTINE NAEROC2 (CYO ,C10 ,CNO ,CYB ,C1B ,CNB , 
"l: CYR ,C1R ,CNR ,CYP ,C1P ,CNP , 
C =F ( 
* ALPDEG,BETDEG,MACH,DA,DR,DH,P,R,ALT) 
C 





C CONVERSION OF ALFA AND BETA 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
IF (DA.LT.-25.) DA=-25. 
IF (DA.GT.25.) DA=25. 
I F (DR. L T. -30.) DR=-30. 
I F (DR. GT. 30.) DR= 30. 
IF (DH.LT.-24.) DH=-24. 
IF (DH.GT.10.5) DH=lO.5 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------
A = ALPDEG 
PI =ACOS(-l.) 
SI =2.75 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------C EXTREMAL VALUES OF CONTROL SURFACES DEFLECTION 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------
99 
DAN = -25. 
DAX = -DAN 
DRN = -30. 
DRX = -DRN 
DHN = -24. 
DHX = 10.5 C-------------------------------------____________________________________ _ 
C COMPUTATION OF COEFFICIENTS C-------------------------------------------______________________________ _ 























CYOXNB2 = .232/ PI*ATAN(110*PI/180.*(A-16.»-.394 
c 
CYONXBO = -CYOXNBO 
C 







CYONNBO = -CYOXXBO 
c 






C10XXBO = .04226/sl*ATAN(-(A-20.)*2./7.) 


















C10XNB2 = .085/SI*ATAN(-(A-15.)*8./92.)-.0065 
100 
C 
Cl0NXBO = -Cl0XNBO 
C 









C10NNBO = -C10XXBO 
C 
















,': +.0286) /1.8 
C 

















C10NXO = -C10XNO 
C 










































































CNNXXBO = -CNXNXBO 
C 





CNNXNBO = -CNXNNBO 
C 






CNNNXBO = -CNXXXBO 
C 






CNNNNBO = -CNXXNBO 
C 





CNXXXO =( .01452/SP·'ATAN«A-l1.)'·'3./8.) 
,', -.005/SI1eATAN«A-22.)'·;3./8.) 
'I, +.01156/S 11eATAN «A-41.) ,';2./3.) 
* +.01205/SI*ATAN«A-67.)*9./14.) 
* +.00769/SI*ATAN(-(A-81.)*3./8.) 
l~ - .01862) /1 .21 
C 






1, - .0352 
C 




l', - .01161 
C 
CNXXN2 = .11091/5I*ATAN(-(A-25.)*3./42.) 
* -.025/SI*ATAN(-(A-8.)*3./42.) 




























CNXNN2 = .05428/SI*ATAN(-(A-15.)*3./14.) 
* +.05037/SI*ATAN(-(A-33.)*5./14.) 
* -.003/SI*ATAN«A-45.)/6.) 

























CNNXNO = -CNXNNO 







CNNNXO = -CNXXXO 

















CNNNNO = -CNXXNO 







= .206ft E-3 
= .086/PlftATAN(100.*PI/180.~A) 
+.096/PI*ATAN(100.*PI/180.*(-A+23.» 
+.22/PI*ATAN(100.*PI/180. ft (-A+45.» 
+.256/PlftATAN(100.*PI/180.*(A-54.»-.047 
= • 17/PI*ATAN(100.*PI/180.ft(A-4.» 
+.55/PI*ATAN(100.*p1/180.*(-A+20.» 
+.54/PlftATAN(100.ftPI/180.ft(A-45.» 
+.26/PlftATAN(100.ftPI/180. ft (-A+61.»+.07 
= 1.E-4*(6.32/PI*ATAN(1000.ftPI/180. ft (-A+13.»+3.26) 
= .15/PI*ATAN(100.ftPI/18o~*(A-12» . 
+.25/PI*ATAN(1000.*PI/180.*(-A+28.» 





+.33/PI*ATAN(100.*PI/180. ft (-A+50J)-.471 
C --------------------------------------------------------










= .304/PlftATAN(100.*PI/180. ft (A-3.» 
+.22/PlftATAN(20. ftPI/180.*(50.-A» 
-.026ft EXP«A-85.)/lOO.)+.018 




















A 13= (A ll-A 12) / (30- (-30» * (DR- (-30» +A 12 



































C CNO = OD31 IF MACH NUMBER =.9 
C -----------------------------------------------------------













C Cl0=B13 WHEN MACH NUMBER = .6 
C ---------------------------------------------------
c 
IF (BETDEG.LT.-12.) BETDEG=-12. 









C Cl0 = BB13 IF MACH NUMBER = .9 
C ----------------------------------------------------
Cl0 = B13 +(BBI3-BI3)*(MACH-.6)/O.3 
c############################################################## 
























THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO COMPUTE U.DOT,V.DOT, 




MACH MACH NUMBER 
HAB ALTITUDE 
QBAR DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
ALPDEG ANGEL OF ATTACK 
BETADEG SIDESLIP ANGEL 
PHID EULER BANK ANGEL 
THETAD EULER PITCH ANGEL 
PSID EULER YAW ANGEL 
P AIRCRAFT X-BODY AXIS ROLL RATE 
Q AIRCRAFT Y-BODY AXIS PITCH RATE 
R AIRCRAFT Z-BODY AXIS YAW RATE 
DH STABILATOR DEFLECTION 
DA AILERON DEFLECTION 








TIME DERIVATIVE OF U 
TIME DERIVATIVE OF V 
TIME DERIVATIVE OF W 
TIME DERIVATIVE OF P 
TIME DERIVATIVE OF Q 
TIME DERIVATIVE OF R 
GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT 
SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 





























IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL*8 MACH ,MASS ,NZ ,lAS ,HAB 
REAL~,8 AU (N) , AV (N) , AW (N) , AP (N) , AQ (N) , AR (N) 
REAL*8 APHID(N) ,ATHETA(N) ,APSID(N) ,AALP(N) ,ABET(N) 
REAL;'c8 T I ME (N) , AMACH (N) , AHAB (N) , AQBAR (N) 
REAL)~8 ADH (N) , ADA (N) , ADR (N) , ADSB (N) 
REAL)~8 UDT(N) ,VDT(N) ,WDT(N) ,PDT(N) ,QDT(N) ,RDT(N) 
REALi,8 ATNETL (N) , ATNETR (N) , LXE , LYE ,LZE 
CHARACTER*80 HEADER 
CHARACTER AA1*15,AA2*15,AA3*15,AA4*15.AA5*15,BB*50 
OPEN (UNIT=5,FILE='MACH03 1 ) 





















































=CSTAR",XZ I /Z I 
FLIGHT CONDITION 
READ (5.5) NUMBER 
DO 99 1=2.13 
READ (5.15) AA 1 .AA2 .AA3 .AA4 .AA5 
99 CONTINUE 
READ (5.25) BB 
5 FORMAT (14) 
15 FORMAT (SA 15) 
25 FORMAT (A50) 
DO 400 I =1.N 
READ FLIGHT DATA FILE 
READ (5.10) T .MACH .HAB .QBAR .ALPDEG .BETADEG .PSID .THETAD 
READ (5.10) PHID .PDEG .QDEG .RDEG .VTOTAL.AX .AY .GZ 
READ (5.10) DLADEG.DLADDEG.DLSDEG.DLHDDEG.DLNDEG.DLNDDEG. 
1 DLFDEG.DLFDDEG 
























ANGEL OF ATTACK 
SIDESLIP ANGEL 
EULER BANK ANGEL 
EULER PITCH ANGEL 
EULER YAW ANGEL 
AIRCRAFT X-BODY AXIS ROLL RATE 
AIRCRAFT Y-BODY AXIS PITCH RATE 
AIRCRAFT Z-BODY AXIS YAW RATE 
VELOCITY 
AILERON DEFLECTION (AVERAGE) 
RUDDER DEFLECTION (AVERAGE) 
STABILATOR DEFLECTION (AVERAGE) 
THRUST OF LEFT ENGINE 
THRUST OF RIGHT ENGINE 
***************************************************************** 
10 FORMAT (8El0.4) 
20 FORMAT (4El0.4) 
109 
U = VTOTAL*COS (ALPDEG:'cDTR) :':COS (BETADEG,'cDTR) 
v = VTOTAL*SIN(BETADEG*DTR) 
W = VTOTAL:':S I N (ALPDEG:'cDTR) ,':COS (BETADEG":DTR) 
AU (I) = U 
AV (I) = V 
AW (I) = W 
AP (I) = PDEG 
AQ (I) = QDEG 
AR (I) = RDEG 
APH I 0 (I) =PHID 




T I ME (I) =T 
AQBAR (I) =QBAR 
AMACH(I) =MACH 
AHAB(I) =HAB 
ADH (I) =DLSDEG 
ADA (I) =DLADEG 
ADR (I) =DLRDEG 
ADSB (I) =DLSBDEG 
ATNETL (I) =TNETL 
ATNETR (I) =TNETR 
400 CONTINUE 
CALL IAERO (HEADER) 
CALL IENG (HEADER) 
DO 410 1=1, N. 
ALPHA =AALP(I) 
BETA =ABET (I) 
MACH =AMACH (I) 
HAB =AHAB(I) 
DH =ADH (I) 
DA =ADA(I)/2. 
DR =AOR(I) 
OSB =ADSB (I) 
QBAR =AQBAR (I) 
TNETL =ATNETL (I) 
TNETR =ATNETR (I) 
CALL F1BM3 ( COO ,CYO ,CLO ,C 10 ,CMO ,CNO , 1 CLAD ,CMAO ,CLQ ,CMQ • TH ,TX 2 CYB ,CYR ,CYP ,C1B ,C1R ,C1P , 
3 CNB ,CNR ,CNP 
.B02VT,C02VT, 
=F ( 
4 ALPHA ,BETA ,MACH ,HAB , 
5 OH , OA ,DR ,OSB ,OT ) 
U =AU (I) 
V =AV (I) 
W =AW (I) 
P =AP (I) ,':DTR 
Q =AQ (I) :':DTR 










THY = TNETR*SIN(-1.98*OTR)+TNETL*SIN(I.98*OTR) 











= R*V-Q*W-G*SIN (THET)-FO*COS (AA)+THX/MASS 
+QBAR*S*SIN (AA) *(CLO+C02VT*CLQ*Q)/MASS 
= Q,'cU-P,'CV+G,'cCOS (THEl) *COS (PH I D) -FOl'CS I N (AA) 
-QBAR*S*COS(AA)*(CLO+C02VT*CLQ*Q)/MASS 
(FW+CB*COS (AA) *W*FU/(I+CB*SIN (AA)*W»+THZ/MASS 
(F U+CBl'CS I N (AA) ,'cUl'cWOT (I) ) / (l+CBl'CS I N (AA) *w) 
(U"cWOT (I) -Wl'cUOT ( I ) ) / (U*U+Wl'CW) 
l'C WOT (I) = 

































= QBARl'cSl'cBl'cCN/Z I+MASSl'c (XL*FY-YL"cFX) /Z I 
P*W-R*U+G*COS(THET)*SIN(PHIO)+FY+THY/MASS 
= c4I*P*Q+C42*Q*R+C43*FR+CSTAR*FP+C43*LXE*THY/ZI 
-C43"cL YE,'cTHX/Z I 
+CSTAR*(LYE*THZ-LZE*THY)/XI 






ROT (I) =YY3/0TR 
410 CONTINUE 
M=N-2 
DO 710 I=I,M 
WR I TE (6 I 91 0) T I ME (I) I UOT (I) I VOT (I) I WOT (I) I PDT (I) I QOT (I) I 







Comparison of CmO(t) for Run 5, Mach 9 Flight Trajectory 
The piloted simulated maneuvers comparison of Chapter 10 shows that the angular pitch 
accelerations from the wind-tunnel data and the analytical model have about the same shape 
but at times have a fairly large distance between them; this is due to a small error in fit being 
multiplied by a large dynamic pressure at Mach 0.9. We found that the largest differences 
are equivalent to approximately a half degree change in stabilator deflection. In this 
appendix we present some details from Run 5 which is a tum reversal maneuver to show 
that the differences are due to a small difference of about 0.006 or less in the values of 
Cmo(t). As can be seen from the modeling fits shown in Figures 5.1-5.6 modeling errors 
of this magnitude are present in Cmo at all Mach numbers. 
The time history of Cm is potted in Figure E.1(a) for Run 5 showing maximum 
differences of about 0.01 magnitude. Removing the effect of dynamic pressure we note 
that the maximum difference in is about 0.006 as shown in Figure E.1 (b). The time 
histories of the angle of attack and the stabilator angle values are presented in Figures E.l 
(c) and (d)', respectively. The angle of attack has values between 1 and 5 degrees and the 
stabilator angle has values between 1 degree and -3.0 degrees. Consequently, the 
analytical models of Chapter 5 governing Run 5 are CMOX29(a), CMOX9(a) and 
CMON59(a) presented in Figures 5.5,5.6 and 5.8. 
As can be seen from Figures E.1(b) and E.l(c) the small difference 0.006 can be 
made up by small changes in the stalJilator angle. Such a small difference in the stabilator 
angle would have negligible bearing on analysis study results using the analytical models as 
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Figure E.l: Comparison of Cmo(t): Tum Reversal Maneuver @ M=O.9 (Run 5, 10 October 1987) 
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